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by Kiichiro OHTA

On the p-cla飴 group

of a Galois number field
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(y - 1) (p’̄1- 1) ……(p- 1) EO(modm).

Now, in this paper we win deal with the condition for G , / 爪 , p to be a non-cyclic p-group by

means of cnnsidering the structure of the Galois group G(Kyk) more generally than in Theorem

1. M oreover, we wil apply this consideration to the special case where ん is the rational number

field Q . Thus, we wil obtain some interesting results concerning with thecyclotomiceχtensionsand

the Kummer eχtensions respectively.

2 . First we wil prove the following theorem. Namely;

T HEoREM. 2. Let んbe an algebraic number field of finite degree, and let尺beaGaloiseχtension

of degree m over A;. Letp be an odd prime number prime to 瓜, and nloreover xve assurne p 幸 1

(mod m) if 尺 iscyclicover A;. lf C,cJ//1い isa non-trivialcyclicp-group, then thereeχistsa proper

intermediate field £ between ん and 尺 such that £ is cyclic over ん and theldegree 〔£ : ん〕 is a

divisor of p- 1, andall classes of C ,( 。 are ambigous with respect to KZL . Hence, the p-class groups

5

1 . 1n general, let た be an algearaic number field of finitedegree, and let p be a rational prime

number. Then, the p-Sylow subgroup of the absolute ideal class group of ん wm be called the p-

class group of A; and wmbe denoted by Cu . Moreover, we wmdenote by 臨。 the order of G 。, .

Now, let 尺 be a Galois eχtension of degree 瓜 over 尨 Then, the subgroup of all ideal classes of

G ,。which are ambigous with respectto Kyk, wmbecalled theambigous p-class group of 尺 with

respect to ん and wm be denoted by 轟 , r . N ow , the follow ing lemm a which is due to A . Y okoyama

〔5〕, isfundamentalinthispaper. Namely;

L EMMA. Let 尺 be a Galois eχtension of degree 瓜 over 私 and letp be a rational prime num-

ber prime to m. Then, the restriction of the norm map Nい : C゛・バ G ・ptoん ・pis an isomorphism

from A ・pontoC゛・p.Moreover , if wedenote by 召1, 。 the kernelof the norm map NχyχI Cχ,戸 C1。, .

thenwehavethedirectproductdecomposition of C,c。 suchthat Cχ, 。= j A。。×凡 , 。. Hence 凡 , μ s isomor-

phic to C瓦yy11, 。 and its order is /1χ, ノ /11, 。 clearly.

F or the structure of C (゙・p/ル ・p we have proved in my pr6viour paper〔1〕 the following theorem・

Namely; ゛

T HEoREM. 1. L et 尺 be a Galois eχtension of degree m over ん such that the Galois group

G(KZk) isnon-abelian and simple. Letp be a rational prime numder prime to m. lf Cf,yy1い, is a

non-trivial p-group of rank r, then we have r > 1 and
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Cχ。 and G ,。 are isomorphic to each other.

PROOF. For brevity we put百 = G(KZk) and We may take 凡 。 in place of CAJ。/ん 。 because

they are isomorphic to each other. Let C be a generator of 凡 。 and we denote its order by p’I

Since for any (76百 the mapping 5 : C→ C induces an automorphism of 凡 。, it is easily verified

thatthe mapping g: cア→ ;i is a homomorphism from 石 into the automorphism group y1(召1。) of

吼。。 Since 4 召1。) is isomorphicto thereduced residue clas group of mod y and p is an odd

prime number by our assumption , it is evident that y1( Bい ) is a cyclic group of order 祠 p ”) .

Moreover if we denote the the kernel of g by 刀, then U/刄 is isomorphic to either ボ 凡 。 ) or its

proper subgroup, and hence百/ 刀 mustbe a cyclic group whose order is a divisor of 9( p”) =

pr l(p- 1). Hence, if p串 1 (mod m) then we have φが)大牛 O(mod m) and it is evident that

刀 isnottheunitgroup. Similarly, for thecasewherep≡1 (mod m) and百 isnon-cyclic weare

able to verify that万 is always notthe unit group. For if we assume otherwise, then でl should be

isomorphic to a subgroup of the cyclic group /1(凡 。) 莽nd it is a contradiction clearly.

Now, if we denote by £ the intermediate field between ん and 尺 corresponding to 刀 by the

Galois theory, then it is evident that we have L萍 K ・ nd it is easily verified that L is cyclic over

ん and the degree 〔£ : ん〕 is a divisor of p- 1 becasuse we have (1), ・ ) = 1 by our assumption Since

wehave 刀二G(尺/£。) and C= C for any c76 瓦 it is evidentthatall classes of Cχ。 are ambigous

with respect to K yL . Hence, as 召1。 is non-trivial by our assumption, we must haveん(E;ヨ:L clearly.

F inally, it follows immediately from (1), ・ ) = 1 that C心 and Cz.。 are isomorphic to each other。

(Q. E. D. )

Applying this th60rem to the cyclotomic eχtensions, the following corollary shallbe obtained im-

mediately. Namely;

C OROLLARY. Let g be an odd prime number and let ぐ9 be a primitive 9-th root of unity. L et

p be an odd prime number such that we have (p, p(p- 1) ) = 1 and p幸 1 (mod (7- 1) . M oreover,

let F be the subfield of the cyclotomic field 尺 = Q ( む ) such that the degree 〔F : Q 〕 = (p- 1汀 - 1) .

Denote by 辰 and yxμhe class numbers of 尺 and F respectively. lf we have p ll yx。, then we have

also p ll hE.

Each of the following eχamples is the case where we have (p- 1, 9- 1) = 2 and moreover F is

the imaginary quadratic number field Q (ソ 二̄万)。*)

(1) lf 9= 23 0r 83 and p= 3, then 311臨 and 郎 = 3.

(2) lf 9= 47 0r 79 and p= 5, then 511臨 and 酸 = 5.
Now, we will prove the following theorem. Namely;

T HEOREM. 3. Let ん be an algebraic number field of finite degree, and let 尺 be a Galois eχ-

tension of degree 跳 over ん. M oreover, let £ l and £ 2 be two proper intermediate fields between ん

卸d 尺 such that £ 1∩ L2= k. Let p be a rationalprime number prime to m. lf we have hU, ノ 削 。

> 1 for i二1, 2, then C,(,qZAk, j s a non-cyclic p-group, and hence 辰。/yh。 is divisibieat ieastbyμ

P ROOF. To prove our assertion wemay take 凡 。 in place of C心 //11。. lf we denotefor i= 1,

2, by j L ,μ he subgroup of a11classes of 風 。 which are ambigous with respect to 瓦/乙 , then it is

eaj ly verified by our assumption that both j L。, and /11。。 are non-trivial. Now, we assume that

玖。 is a cyclic p̄ group. Then, wemay assumewithoutloss of generality that /昏1。 is a subgroup

4 Theseeχamplesareall quoted. from thetableof classnumbersofquadraticnumber fields and cyclotomic fields

in 〔6〕。 し
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of 麗。, . ln this caseanclasses of y1’z.。。areambigous with respect toboth 尺/Ll and KyL2.

Namely. if C is a generator of λ’L。p, then for any ・716 G(尺/£ 1) and for any (726G ( KZL2) we have

C゛ = C` = C. A s we have £ 1∩ £2= A; by our assumption, it is easily verified by theGalois theory

that for any cte (XK tk) W ehave C = C. Hence, an classes of j 1 ,。must be ambigous w ith re-

spect to K Zk 、 T his is a contradiction clearly. ( Q . E . D . )

Now, applying above two theorems to an algebraic number field of degree 2 ”, we will obtain

the following theorem. Namely;

T HEoREM4. Let α1, a2, … … , α,l be rational integers and let 尺= Q( / 瓦7 、/i J … , ・・, / でg ) be

an algebraic number field of degree 2”. Let p beanodd prime number. lf the p-class group C恥, is

non-trivial and cyclic, then there exists the unique quadratic subfield ん of 尺 such that the .p-class

group Cx.。is isomorphic to C1.。 and moreover theclassnumber of anyanothe14quadraticsubfieldof 尺

is not divisible by p.

P RooF. The assertion of unique eχistence of ん follows easily from Theorm 2, and the last

assertion of our theorem is an imlilediate consequence of T heorem 3.

3, Now, let 尺 bea Galois extension of degreem over an algebl゙aicnumbel゙ field &・ s d let£ be

an intermediate field between んand 尺 such that for some (7e G(Ktk) we have L n じ = Å;. L et p

bea rational prime number prime to 揖. lf we have h1.。yhk,1,> 1, then we have also 肌 ・,。/辰 ,。> 1

clearly, and hence it follows immediately from Theorem 3 that Cχ,μ り is a non-cyclic p-group

and the class number hχof 尺 is divisible at least by 炉。 0n the other hand, if the Galois group

G(尺μ) is non-abelian and si㎡ple, and if L isa proper intermediatefieldbetween んand K, then

it has been proved already in 〔1〕 th碑 hX.。7h1。 > 1 1mplies always ylχ。/ylい ,> 1, where p is an

odd prime number prime to m. W e will obtain a refinement of these facts in following theorem.

Namely;

T HEoREM 5. Let んbe an algebraic number field of finite degree, and let 尺 be a Galois eχ-

tension of degree m over A:. L et L be a proper intermediate field between ん and 尺 such that for

som e (Je G ( K Z k ) w e h av e L n £ ゛ = A; . M oreov er , let p be a r ational p r im e num ber pr im e to m , and

assumethat Cχ。/j 1。 is nonj rivial. Then

(1) lf peisthemaχimal order oftheclal§sesof Cχ。/j 1,tthenthereeχistsaclassof Cχ,。/j z.。,whose

order is also p’, and hence ゐχ,1,ノhE, j s divisible at least by が ,

(2) lf wehave ylz.。/削。> 1, then Cχ。//11。 is always a non-cyclicp-group. Moreover, iftheGalois

group G(Ktk) is isomorphic to the symmetric group & of degree 7z( ≧ 5) , then the rank r of p-

group Cχ。/j 1,。 satisfies

(が- 1) (が-1- 1) ……(p- 1)≡O(mod 71! /2).

P RooF. ( 1) Let で , be the subgroup of CK、pwhich is generated by all classes with order p≒

Since for any (7E G(KZk) and for any C 6Tご it is obvious that C and C゛ have the same order。
-

the mapping ぷ : C→ C induces an automorphim of C clearly. Therefore, it is easily verified that

the mapping ỳ: (7→ 7 1s a homomorphism from G(尺/k) into the automorphism group of 石. lf we

denote by 刄 the kernel of ,/; then 刄 is a normal subgroup of G(尺/ 紅

Now, we ass11”1万e that C心 / /111.。 contains no class of order が. This implies clearly thatall dass-
-

es of C are ambigous with respectto KZL. Hence, wehave G(KtL) ⊃ 刄 and moreover G(KZL・)
-

⊂ yV for any a G(Kノ昿 Since wehave £ ∩び = んfgr some (76 G(尺μ) by our assumption, we

must have 刄 二 G(K Zk) and hence all classes of Cx, p w ith order y must be ambigous w ith respect

7
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to Kyk、This isa contradictionclearly. Thusour assertion for (1) isproved completely.

(2) Sincethefirsthalfofour assertion is obviousaswehavementioned earlier, wehaveonlyto

prove the last half. Hence we assume that the Galois group G(KZk) is isomorphic to the symmet-

ric group S、, of degree 71( ≧ 5) . L et F be the intermediate field between ん and K such that the

Galois group G(χ/刀 is isomorphic to the alternative group 瓦 of degree 71. Since瓦 ( 7z≧5) is

non-abelian and simple, if we have h 。Z柚 ,。> 1, then our assertion follows immediately from

T HEOREM 1. Now, we assume that we have h 。 = yxf.。. This implies clearly thatal! classes of

Cχ,。 are ambigous with respectto KZF. Neχt, let us consider the direct product decompositionof

C私。 such that

Cχ,|。 - /11z,万。。 ×召り 万一y11瓦。 χB1万,。.

Since ノ11。 and /11、, are isomorphic to Cx.。, and G 。 respectively and we have yI E,。/ yu ,。> 1 by

our assumption, it is easily verified th飢 B し = /1z.,。∩ 瓦 。 is non-trivial. Since all classes oI Bに

are ambigous with respectto both KZL and KyF, they mustbe also ambigous with respectto KZk

because£ nF= .k. Thisisacontradiction clearly. HencewehavealwayShχ。,yhf。。> 11nourcase。

(Q. E; D. )

Applying T heorem 5 to the case where ん= Q , we wm ob狙in the fonowing two corollaries

easily. ・.

CoROLI,ARY 1. L et んbe a non-Galois number field of degree 7z( > 2) Such that for some con-

jugateん’on wehaveだnA;’= Q,andlet尺betheminiinaI Galoisnumber fieldcontainingん. Letpbean

odd prime number prime to m= 〔K : Q〕 . lf the class number hk of ん is divisible by p anb if が is

the maχimal order of class of C瓦,p夕then゛the class number yxi of 尺 is divisible at leastby 炉’ and

the p-class group C心 of 尺 is always non-cyclic. M oreover, if we have tz≧ 5 and if the Galois

group G(KyQ ) is isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn of degree tz. Thenthe rank r of Cχ。 sat-

isfies

(が - 1) (が -1- 1)‥・…・(p- 1) ≡O(mod 7z! /2).

P ROoF . lf y is the maχimal order of class of C心 , then we have e≦,/゙ clearly and it follows

immediately from Theorem 5 that there exists a class of C,c。 / /11,。 whose otder is ダ . Hence.

considering the direct product decomposition C,c。 = /1い, ×召し , it is obvious that yl ,cis divisible at

least by p2e.

CORoLLARy 2. Let g be an odd prime number, and let ぐ9 be a primitive 9-th root of unity.

Let 瓦 be the Kummqr extension Q(a , αl/0 , wbere αis a r&tional integer. Letp beanodd prime.

number prime to9(9- 1) . lf the class number of the subfield ん= Q(α1/9) of 尺 is divisible by p and

if が isthemaximalorder of classesof C1.。, then theclassnumber hχof 尺 is divisible at least

by p2e and the p-class group C心 of 尺 is always non-cyclic.

P RooF. 0 ur assertion follows immediately from Corollary 1.
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